Digital Whiteboarding with Wacom
Wacom products for remote working, eLearning, online meetings and whiteboarding

Working, collaborating, teaching, and learning online bring a special set of distance communication challenges.
When we leave our classrooms and offices behind, we realize how essential pens, markers, whiteboards,
flipcharts and sketchbooks remain to the way that we formulate plans, collaborate on projects, give
presentations, teach and take notes. Famous for digital pen products for creative work such as illustration and
photo editing, Wacom products can also be simple, cost-effective tools for anyone to continue to work, teach
and learn naturally in the online digital world.

Wacom pens work with everything
Wacom products bring a digital pen to any Mac or PC (and even some
Android smartphones). Nearly all major online meeting applications
such as Zoom, Microsoft Teams, Microsoft Whiteboard, One Note and
GoToMeeting have whiteboarding functions where remote co-workers
can collaborate and communicate through handwriting, sketching, and
annotating in a shared, online whiteboard. In addition, Wacom pens
work like a mouse in any application, but are especially well suited for
annotating PDFs or even live power point presentations.

Digital pens for eLearning
Nearly any of the popular eLearning (online teaching) platforms allow
for teachers to present and collaborate with students with a built-in or
plug-in digital whiteboard. Writing out math problems, diagramming
chemical elements, constructing sentences, or any sort of creative
instruction requires a digital pen-in-hand, and Wacom has the perfect
solutions. No matter what the application, user’s needs, or budget,
Wacom has a digital pen to help teachers and students communicate
effectively in the digital world.

Creative Collaboration and Brainstorming
For more than 35 years, Wacom has been the industry standard for digital
pen products for creative professionals and hobbyists. Many creatives are
already working in dispersed teams, and their Wacom tools have become
indispensable for collaboration as well as for creativity. With their Wacom
pens, creatives can brainstorm concepts, iterate designs, annotate ideas and
plan their projects. But “creativity” is not limited to artists. Brainstorming and
creative collaboration are part of many fields such as Engineering, Architecture,
Landscape Design, Marketing, and Web Design. Wacom products enable these
teams to discuss, sketch and diagram ideas that are later built in CAD, Coded,
or constructed with other tools.

Business Presentation and Productivity
Creating and delivering effective presentations is a critical part of business
management, sales and marketing. Whether presenting to a conference room
of coworkers or conducting a global online meeting in Zoom, a Wacom pen
provides presentation development and delivery advantages. With a Wacom
pen a presenter can create convincing and memorable visuals and diagrams.
While presenting, a Wacom pen can be used to annotate, draw and take notes
on the fly in an online whiteboard or in a conventional slide show. Presentations
become much more dynamic, interactive and powerful with the help of a
Wacom pen.

Distance Learning, eLearning and Teaching
The chalkboard and whiteboard have endured in education, because they
provide a dynamic way for teachers to both transmit information and interact
with students. While education has been transitioning to include eLearning and
online classrooms, the Covid-19 pandemic has forced schools to accelerate the
incorporation of online learning into traditional education. To make this transition,
teachers need digital pens to accompany their new online whiteboards and
classrooms. Solving math problems, drawing chemical structures, and teaching
grammar absolutely require a pen in hand, but nearly any academic subject has
traditionally involved teachers drawing diagrams, timelines and charts.

Recommended products for digital whiteboarding
Wacom Product

Compatibility

Product # - MSRP

Ideal for

PC
Mac
Android

CTL4100 - $79.95
CTL6100 - $199.95

• Creative Collaborators and Brainstormers
• Business Presentation and Productivity
• Teachers and Students

PC
Mac
Android

DTC133W0A - $399.95

• Creative Collaborators and Brainstormers
• Business Presentation and Productivity
• Teachers and Students

PC
Mac

PTH460K0A - $249.95
PTH660 - $379.95
PTH860 - $499.95

• Professional Artists and Designers
• Creative Collaborators and Brainstormers

PC
Mac

DTK1660K0A - $649.95

• Professional Artists and Designers
• Creative Collaborators and Brainstormers

To learn more about our evaluation program, extended warranty, or special pricing for education or
enterprise, contact your Wacom Specialist or visit www.wacom.com/en-us/enterprise/creative-enterprise
Learn more about our products at wacom.com | For more info on digital whiteboarding, please see our
community blog: https://community.wacom.com/digital-white-boarding-how-to-brainstorm-virtually

